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In his appearance before Australia’s House of Representatives Standing Committee on Economics which 

took place on November 22, 2019, Kyle Mangini (IFM Investors’ Global Head of Infrastructure) falsely 

denied that IFM valued its investment in Aleatica Mexico at around $3.79 AUD per share, when those 

same shares were listed in Mexico’s stock exchange at a quoted price of around $1.52 AUD per share. 

Mr. Mangini suggested that the valuation of $3.79 AUD made reference to Aleatica Spain (the holding 

company through which IFM indirectly owns part of its investment in Aleatica Mexico), while the quoted 

price of $1.52 AUD a share made reference to Aleatica Mexico’s shares. Below is a transcript of the 

question asked by the Chair of the Committee, and Mr. Mangini’s reply. 

CHAIR: Sure. But you can understand the concern. If you’ve got an independent valuation 

that says $3.79 a share, and then, when it’s listed, it’s $1.52 a share, that’s quite a big 

discrepancy. It raises a broader question around valuation, I would have thought.  

Mr. Mangini: I suggest you’re looking at two different entities. Aleatica is the holding 

company. It includes 17 separate concessions, including in Mexico, Chile, Peru, and 

Colombia. In Mexico there’s a listed entity, which is part of Aleatica, that has about 10 

per cent free float, but that’s a subsidiary of the overall entity. So they’re two separate 

entities.  

CHAIR: We might follow up on that and put more questions on notice. 

In fact, as we will show throughout this briefing, IFM does value Aleatica MX (and not the holding 

company) at a premium of more than 100% compared to its quoted price, and IFM deliberately tried to 

mislead the Chair of the Committee. We will demonstrate this in the most straight-forward way: by 

showing a confession made by IFM.  

We will first make a short introduction explaining the structure of IFM’s ownership of Aleatica MX. 

Aleatica MX is a company listed in Mexico’s Stock Exchange. IFM indirectly owns ~85% of Aleatica MX’s 

shares through several holding companies:  

• 56.85% of Aleatica’s shares are owned by Aleatica Spain, which, in turn, is 100% owned by IFM 

Global Infrastructure Fund. 

 

• 28.01% of Aleatica’s shares are owned by Global Infraco Silver Spain, which, in turn, is 100% 

owned by IFM Global Infrastructure Fund.  

Aleatica MX’s share capital is represented by a total of 1’732,185,269 shares, out of which IFM Global 

Infrastructure Fund owns: (i) 984’804,808 shares through Aleatica Spain; and (ii) 485,210,435 shares 

through Global Infraco Silver Spain. The remaining 262,170,026 shares are the free float of the company 

(owned by the investing public).  

Aleatica Spain’s financial statements are prepared by its board of directors, which is composed entirely 

of member nominated by IFM Investors.  

In its consolidated financial statements for 2018, signed by Michael John Roy Kulper (Executive Director 

at IFM), Aaron Wai-Yan Lehane McGovern (Investment Director at IFM), and Kittredge Murphy Zuk (Asset 

Management Director at IFM), Aleatica Spain makes the following confession:  

The share price of ALEATICA, S.A.B. de C.V. (ALEATICA (México)) was MXN 25.28 per 

share at 31 December 2018 […], however, the Group analysed the recoverable amount 

of its net investment in ALEATICA México, which at 31 December 2018 amounted to EUR 



2,160.9 million. The valuation is based on discounted cash flows based on the economic 

and financial models of the concession operators composing ALEATICA (México), which 

show that there are no indications of impairment.  

Below, we have included an image taken from Aleatica Spain’s consolidated financial statements for 

2018, where IFM’s confession can be seen in red. 

 

The first thing we need to do in order to correctly analyze IFM’s confession is to convert all figures into 

a single currency. As of December 31, 2018: (i) $AUD 1 was equal to $MXN 13.84; and (ii) €1 was equal 

to $MXN 22.49. Therefore, IFM confessed that:  

The share price of Aleatica MX was $AUD 1.82 per share at 31 December 2018. However, 

the Group valued its net investment in Aleatica MX, which at 31 December 2018 

amounted to $AUD 3.511 billion.  

The next step is to refer all figures to the same object. In this case, we shall refer all figures to Aleatica 

MX’s price per share. Given that IFM owns 984,804,808 Aleatica MX shares through Aleatica Spain, if 

such shares were valued by IFM at $AUD 3.511 billion, it follows that IFM valued each one of Aleatica 

MX’s shares at $AUD 3.56 (the result of dividing $AUD 3.511 billion by 984,804,808 shares). So IFM’s 

confession can also be written as follows: 



The share price of Aleatica MX was $AUD 1.82 per share at 31 December 2018. However, 

the Group valued its net investment in Aleatica MX, which at 31 December 2018 

amounted to $AUD3.56 per share.   

The first conclusion that can be reached is that IFM has confessed that, as of December 31, 2018, it 

valued its investment in Aleatica MX at $AUD 3.56 per share, despite those shares having a quoted price 

of only $AUD 1.82 per share. So IFM values its stake in Aleatica MX at a premium of more than 95% to 

its market value.  

CONCLUSION #1: As of December 31, 2018, IFM valued its stake in Aleatica MX at a 

premium of more than 95% to its market value. 

CONCLUSION #2: Kyle Mangini lied before Australia’s House of Representatives 

Standing Committee on Economics, when he implied that IFM did not value its stake 

in Aleatica MX at a substantial premium to its market value.  

So far, we have concluded that IFM valued its stake in Aleatica MX at $AUD 3.56 per share (or $MXN 

49.27 per share) as of December 31, 2018. Considering that Aleatica MX’s share capital is represented 

by a total of 1’732,185,269 shares, IFM’s valuation of Aleatica MX puts an implied valuation on Aleatica 

MX of $AUD 6.16 billion (or $MXN $85.34 billion). This figure stands in sharp contrast to Aleatica MX’s 

market value of only $AUD 3.16 billion (or $MXN 43.78 billion), and, perhaps more importantly, to the 

valuation booked by other major shareholders of Aleatica MX.  

For instance, several funds that are managed by Inbursa (one of Mexico’s major financial institutions, 

majority-owned by Carlos Slim) valued the shares they own in Aleatica MX at only $MXN 22.28 per share 

(or $AUD 1.61 per share) as of December 31, 2018. Inbursa’s valuation of Aleatica MX puts an implied 

valuation on Aleatica MX of $AUD 2.78 billion (or $MXN 38.59 billion), as opposed to the $AUD 6.16 

billion ascribed to Aleatica MX by IFM. Below, we have included an image of one of Inbursa’s funds, 

showing its valuation of Aleatica MX shares.  

 



So not only does IFM value its stake in Aleatica MX at a premium of more than 95% to its market value, 

but it also values it at a premium of more than 100% to the value ascribed to Aleatica MX shares by other 

funds, including those managed by Inbursa.  

CONCLUSION #3: While IFM values Aleatica MX at $AUD 6.16 billion, other investors, such as Inbursa, 

value Aleatica MX at only $AUD 2.78 billion.  

The figures shown in this report cover IFM’s valuation of Aleatica MX as of December 31, 2018. As of 

today, the divergence between Aleatica MX market value (defined as its quoted price per share) and its 

valuation performed by IFM has grown. In other words, as of today, IFM values its investment in Aleatica 

MX at an even higher premium to its market value, and to other funds’ valuations of the same shares, 

than it did as of December 31, 2018. We will soon be updating this briefing in order to include the most 

recent figures. For now, suffice it to say that according to its latest figures (as of the third quarter of 

2020) IFM values its stake in Aleatica at $MXN 56.04 per share (which, at the exchange rate as of 

September 30, 2020, is equal to $AUD 3.50 per share), while, as of that same date, Aleatica MX’s shares 

were quoted at a price of only $MXN 19.87 per share (equal to $AUD 1.24 per share). Therefore, as of 

today, IFM values its stake in Aleatica MX at a premium of 182% to its market value.  

Finally, we want to include the signature page included in Aleatica Spain’s consolidated financial 

statements, in order to prove that such financial statements are prepared by board members with 

executive positions at IFM.  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 


